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Motion of the Kovalevskaia fast top was considered in /l/ in the case of es= e,=s,. 
Below, we investigate a similar motion under the condition 

e, = eb = s2 (e1 i %) (1) 

where ei(i = 1,. ..,5) are the roots of polynomial @((~)/l/, and sI,s2 are the Kovalevskaia vari- 
ables. The quantity s, can be determined using the equation 

_ = kdt, as1 
f'(D1 (Sl) 2 

%(st) = 8 (sl -Q) (s1- %) (a- eJ (2) 

Let us impart to the body a high initial angular velocity w. The initial conditions 
then assume the form 

PO = @a, go = ob, r, = WC, yo, yo’, yo$’ 

yhere a, b, c are the directional cosines of the initial axis of rotation. 
With formulas (1) taken into account the initial conditions must'satisfy the following 

four equations: 
a2+b2~c~=1,~e2+yo~2-~ys”a=1,32,-221a=-k,c-~~~,”=O (3) 

Constants f,, t,and k are defined by the well-known formulas in /l/. The third equation of 
system (3) represents the relation for which Q=c~, and the fourth is determined by the in- 
tegral r-221y"=O /3/, which occurs under condition (1) when p+O (if q=O we have the 
Bobylev-Steklov case). 

We obtain 

a=-&++), - b= l/i-cc"+$(...), y$)=o 

Y+2m+p”(...), yo”= Cfp2(...) 
CA 1/4 - 3c" 

where p-e-2 is a small parameter and E is an arbitrary positive parameter, and c'<cd 
1 +* = %pzf2 + pala(...) is determined from the condition that e,= es. Note that for this interval 
of variation of c and the value s 1 is a periodic function of time. 

From Ketter's equations /2/, equation (2), and the equations of motion of the body and 
of their first integrals /l/ we can obtain final expressions for the variables of problems 
and their expansions in series in powers of the small parameter I*. 

Let us now use Euler's angles 8,cp,Y for defining motions of the solid body. We have 

8=8,-_ssin0~t+Ili.(...),e~~$=~, T=yu+Jr:1'23c ‘Ot (4) 
1/4 - 3c' 

4Jfl--c" lp=p--_p__ 
ca1/4 - 36 

cosy+opy..) (c@=O) 

To obtain a geometric interpretation of the obtained solution we draw on a unit radius 
sphere two parallels at angle -&2+/c from the median parallel 0,. The trajectory of the body 
z axis can be then expressed in the form of the sine curve 

e - O. = -.-2pc-'sin[cos B0 (Y - Y,)l (5) 
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of period T= Pn/cos&, and alternately touching the two extreme parallels. As implied by forn- 

ula (4), the proper rotation of the body does not greatly differ from uniform rotation at the 
high angular velocity o,c/2. It follows from Eq. (5) that 0, = ni2 -- p"'+ p'/' (...) as c-r*,with 

the band width equal $1~ increasing to 2~~1' and period T increasing and approaching 2?LbL-1'z. 

When c= 1 we have the Delone case /4/. 

Let us compare the motion obtained (for e:, = e5 ~= sg 1 with the motion in the case of e3 = o,, 

= $2 considered in /l/. In the latter case the trajectory of the I axis on a fixed sphere 

of unit radius can be represented in the first approximation by the curve III :: --'/,~aO. The 

point moves on that curve as on a meridian, at high angular velocity (11. The meridian plane 

slowly rotates clockwise about the vertical at angular velocity pao/2.The proper rotation of 

the body is of the form of oscillations with low amplitude rotation at high frequency. 

The author thanks V.V. Rumiantsev and V.G. Demin for interest in this work. 
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